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Executive Summary

Purpose
To determine whether the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation (HHC) has effectively 
managed and controlled its employee overtime costs. The audit covers the period January 1, 
2006 through December 31, 2009.

Background
HHC, the largest municipal hospital and health care system in the United States, serves about 
1.3 million patients annually.  HHC provides comprehensive medical and mental health services 
through its eleven acute care hospitals, four skilled nursing facilities, six diagnostic and treatment 
centers, a home health care agency, and more than eighty community-based clinics. In addition, 
HHC provides medical services to New York City’s correctional facilities and operates a managed 
care health plan. HHC incurred $126 million in overtime cost in 2011. 

Key Findings
• We analyzed overtime payments incurred throughout all HHC facilities and found that many 

employees are being paid significant amounts of overtime, as their annual overtime pay often 
exceeds their annual salaries. For example, the overtime earnings for 54 employees totaled 
$3.1 million in 2009 and their overtime pay totaled at least 50 percent and as much as 183 
percent of their annual base salaries. (See Exhibit A).

• We reviewed the overtime records for 40 employees at two facilities and found many are working 
considerable overtime, including more than three overtime shifts in a one or two week period 
and/or ten or more consecutive days without a day off. As a result, there may be increased risks 
to patient care posed by staff who may not be performing at their optimal level due to fatigue 
or inattentiveness.

 
Key Recommendations
• Explore, implement and manage ways to reduce overtime costs. Adopt the best practices of 

other HHC facilities when deciding to use overtime.
• Establish and implement controls to prevent employees from working excessive overtime shifts 

and consecutive days.
• Set specific dollar or percentage overtime reduction goals for the facilities and monitor 

performance in achieving these goals. 

Other Related Audits/Reports of Interest
Metropolitan Transportation Authority: Management and Control of Employee Overtime Costs 
(2009-S-88)
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey: Management and Control of Employee Overtime 
Costs (2009-S-87) 

http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093010/09s88.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093010/09s88.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093011/09s87.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093011/09s87.pdf
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State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller

Division of State Government Accountability

May 7, 2012

Mr. Alan D. Aviles
President
New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation
125 Worth Street
New York, NY 10013

Dear Mr. Aviles:  

The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to helping State agencies, public authorities 
and local government agencies manage government resources efficiently and effectively and, by 
so doing, providing accountability for tax dollars spent to support government operations.  The 
Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of State agencies, public authorities and local government 
agencies, as well as their compliance with relevant statutes and their observance of good business 
practices.  This fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our audits, which identify 
opportunities for improving operations.  Audits can also identify strategies for reducing costs and 
strengthening controls that are intended to safeguard assets. 

Following is a report of our audit of New York City’s Health and Hospitals Corporation: Management 
and Control of Overtime Costs.  The audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s 
authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1 of the State Constitution and Unconsolidated Laws 
(New York Consolidated Laws Service), Sections 4 (subdivision 9) and 22.

This audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing 
your operations and in meeting the expectations of taxpayers.  If you have any questions about 
this report, please feel free to contact us.

Respectfully submitted,

Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
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State Government Accountability Contact Information:
Audit Director:  John Buyce
Phone: (518) 474-3271 
Email: StateGovernmentAccountability@osc.state.ny.us
Address:

Office of the State Comptroller 
Division of State Government Accountability 
110 State Street, 11th Floor 
Albany, NY 12236

This report is also available on our website at: www.osc.state.ny.us 
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Background
The New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation (HHC), a public benefit corporation created 
in 1970, serves about 1.3 million patients annually and is the largest municipal hospital and 
health care system in the United States.  HHC is managed by a Board of Directors and provides 
comprehensive medical and mental health services through its eleven acute care hospitals, four 
skilled nursing facilities, six diagnostic and treatment centers, a home health care agency, and 
more than eighty community-based clinics.  In addition, HHC provides medical services to New 
York City’s correctional facilities and operates a managed care health plan.  HHC’s facilities are 
organized into seven health care networks that were established to improve efficiencies through 
inter-facility coordination. 

HHC’s operating budget for fiscal year 2011 totaled $7.33 billion, including payroll costs of $2.6 
billion for its 36,426 employees. HHC incurred an operating deficit of $443 million for fiscal year 
2011. 

In fiscal year 2011, HHC incurred $126 million in overtime costs. HHC defines overtime as time 
worked in excess of an employee’s regularly scheduled hours.  For example, for full-time employees 
the first five hours of overtime in excess of the regular 35-hour work week is paid at the straight 
rate.  Time in excess of 40 hours per week is paid at the time-and-a-half premium rate.  Similarly, 
for part-time employees, overtime in excess of the their regular part-time hours up to 40 hours is 
paid at the straight rate, with time in excess of 40 hours per week being paid at the premium rate.

Overtime at HHC is divided into two general categories: (1) scheduled overtime, which is built into 
the employees’ regular work schedule and is generally scheduled two to four weeks in advance, 
and (2) unscheduled overtime, which is assigned as needed, to cover unanticipated employee 
absences, or to meet special work needs or emergencies.  

In administering overtime, the facilities and networks must adhere to Guidelines issued by 
the Mayor’s Office of Operations in May 1997, and HHC’s Guidelines for Effective Overtime 
Management issued in June 1997.  These guidelines acknowledge that overtime is a valuable 
resource that should only be used when it is determined to be in the best interest of the 
corporation.  The guidelines require managers to authorize and monitor all aspects of overtime, 
such as the necessity for the overtime, proper authorization, ensuring that the employee worked 
the overtime before approving payment, and determining how to avoid using overtime in the 
future.  Additionally, some departments have developed their own procedures or work practices 
for overtime.
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Audit Findings and Recommendations

Some Staff Work Considerable Amounts of Overtime
 
Between 2006 and 2009, overtime costs increased 33 percent from $86 million to over $114 
million. By 2011, HHC records show this cost had risen to $126 million.  HHC needs to ensure that 
its use of overtime is the most economical and efficient means of meeting its staffing needs.  An 
HHC policy in place since 1997 requires overtime be used only when it is shown to be in the best 
interest of the organization.  Under the policy, before using overtime, managers must evaluate 
the need for the services, determine that overtime is the optimal way to get work done, and 
determine what need be done to avoid similar overtime in the future.
      
We analyzed HHC’s 2009 overtime payments and identified 54 employees whose overtime 
earnings supplemented their base salaries by more than half. Together, these employees earned 
more than $3.1 million in overtime during just this one year and their overtime pay totaled at 
least 50 percent and as much as 183 percent of their annual base salaries. For example, two 
housekeeping aides at Jacobi Medical Center each earned almost $65,000 in overtime on top 
their base salaries of about $35,400, for a total of about $100,000 each.  Two other housekeeping 
aides at Lincoln Hospital each earned over $80,000 in 2009, including almost $50,000 of overtime 
each. (See Exhibit A)

High overtime earners were not confined to the housekeeping staff, but rather spread across the 
full range of HHC operations.  For example, for positions related to patient care, we found: 

• Three medicine surgery technicians, with salaries of $35,000 to $37,000, each earned 
about $47,000 in overtime; over 130 percent of their base pay.

• Four pharmacists, whose base salaries ranged from $96,000 to $105,000, earned overtime 
of $50,000 to $67,000; a 52 to 64 percent increase over base pay.

• One pharmacy technician with a base salary of $42,000 earned another $53,000 in 
overtime; a 125 percent increase over base pay. 

• Nine nurses with salaries of $69,000 to $92,000 earned between $47,000 and $64,000 in 
overtime; 51 to 78 percent over base pay.

• A nurse’s aide paid $34,000 earned another $54,000 in overtime: a 159 percent increase 
over base pay; and

• Two service aides, whose regular salaries were $32,000 and $34,000, earned $50,000 and 
$56,000 in overtime respectively; 157 and 166 percent increases over base pay.

In other areas such as facility maintenance and support, we found:
• A supervisory plumber whose regular salary was about $89,000 earned almost $94,000 in 

overtime; a 106 percent increase over base pay. 
• Fourteen other plumbers with base pay of $84,000 earned between $50,000 and $79,000 

in overtime; 60 to 94 percent increases over base pay. 
• Two carpenters with base pay of $76,000 earned $51,000 and almost $71,000 in overtime; 

67 and 93 percent increases over base pay.
• Three electricians whose base salaries were $96,000 earned between $64,000 and 
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$82,000 in overtime; 67 to 85 percent increases over base pay.
• Eight stationary engineers with base salaries of $90,000 earned $47,000 to $75,000 in 

overtime; 53 to 83 percent increases over base pay; and
• Two clerical associates whose base salaries were $41,000 and $44,000 earned $55,000 

and $66,000 in overtime; 133 and 151 percent increases over base pay.

We noted that some individual units have developed their own procedures to help limit 
overtime.  For example, managers in the Food and Nutrition departments at Coler-Goldwater 
and Bellevue each told us they try to schedule part-time employees to work extra hours before 
assigning overtime work to their full-time staff.  Still, HHC does not have any similar corporate-
wide initiatives aimed at reducing the need for overtime. For example, management does not 
routinely analyze overtime trends to identify preventable causes such as excessive absenteeism, 
unnecessary work assignments or non-productive work rules.  Analyses like these are critical to 
identifying operational practices that contribute to overtime and developing strategies to reduce 
these costs. HHC does have an array of reports available to track and monitor overtime usage and 
costs. However, managers generally only review these reports to identify budget variances, not to 
identify strategies and best practices. We note that even a 10 percent reduction in overtime could 
save HHC nearly $11 million each year.

When we questioned why certain employees were working so much overtime, the primary 
reason cited by HHC officials was that the departments are understaffed and the overtime is 
needed to ensure sufficient coverage. HHC officials pointed to a reduction of nearly 1,000 full-
time equivalent positions in February 2010 as a major reason for these shortages. In addition, a 
corporate-wide hiring freeze was implemented in December 2008 and, as a result, departments 
cannot hire additional employees or backfill vacant positions.  The other major reason cited by 
HHC officials was coverage for employee absences, both planned and unplanned. 

(In responding to our draft report, HHC officials advised that their workforce reduction has reached 
2,500 positions and generates $200 million in savings annually.  They project that these savings 
will increase to $300 million annually by the end of fiscal year 2014 when the full reduction of 
3,750 positions is achieved.)

When employees work overtime, HHC procedures require managers to document the reasons 
why the extra work is necessary.  We selected a judgmental sample of 40 staff who worked 
significant amounts of overtime at two facilities, Goldwater and Bellevue, to identify the reasons 
cited for overtime. During the two-week period we examined, these 40 employees worked 317 
overtime events. Staffing shortages were cited as the cause for 183 of the 317 overtime events 
(58 percent) while employee absences accounted for another 108 overtime events (34 percent). 
In 24 of these 317 overtime events (8 percent), the reason for the overtime was not documented 
as required. Specific emergency situations comprised the remaining two overtime events (0.6 
percent). These results underscore the fact that much of HHC’s overtime is rooted in factors that 
may be known in advance, affording HHC and its facilities the opportunity to develop possible 
strategies to manage overtime to help reduce costs.
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Excessive Overtime Increases Patient Risk

Excessive overtime is not only expensive in terms of salaries paid to staff at premium rates; 
performance can also suffer if employees become overtired or inattentive, exposing an 
organization to additional risks for errors and mistakes.  These risks are a particular concern in a 
patient care environment like HHC, especially when staff are assigned to work multiple overtime 
shifts or consecutive days without a break.  By placing limits on overtime shifts, and the number 
of consecutive days that employees can work without taking a day off, management can help 
ensure optimal performance by staff and promote patient safety.

HHC grants its individual facilities the discretion to establish many of the work rules that govern 
staff scheduling. As a result, some facilities have developed additional procedures governing 
overtime, while others have not. Two facilities, Coler-Goldwater and Bellevue, have rules that 
limit staff to no more than three overtime shifts in a week. To determine whether this work rule 
was being followed, we visited these facilities and examined overtime records and timesheets for 
40 employees who worked significant amounts of overtime during a two-week period. 

We found that 18 of the 40 employees worked more than three overtime shifts in one or both 
weeks, in violation of the three overtime shift maximum. In addition, 11 of these 18 employees 
worked 10 or more consecutive days in a row.  For example, at Coler-Goldwater: 

• Seven of 20 employees worked between four and six overtime shifts during each of the 
two weeks we reviewed, including a medicine surgery technician who worked six overtime 
shifts in the first week and five overtime shifts in the second.  In another case, a nurse’s 
aide worked six overtime shifts during each of the two weeks.

• Two other employees had worked more than the three-shift maximum during one of the 
two weeks we reviewed.  These two employees each worked five overtime shifts. 

• Four of these nine employees had worked between 13 and 20 consecutive days without 
a full day off, including two medicine surgery technicians who had worked 19 and 20 days 
in a row.

We found similar issues at Bellevue, where:
• Seven of 20 employees had worked between four and seven overtime shifts during both 

weeks, including a pharmacy technician who worked six overtime shifts in the first week 
and five in the second. 

• Two other employees exceeded the three-shift maximum during one of the two weeks; 
one working four shifts and the other six. 

• Seven of these nine employees had worked between 10 and 20 consecutive days, including 
the pharmacy technician who had worked 20 consecutive days.  

Officials at these two facilities agreed with our findings and indicated they would monitor and 
enforce these restrictions in the future. We believe that HHC should also adopt similar work rules 
that would apply to all facilities and take steps to monitor compliance in an effort to reduce risk. 

One way HHC can reduce the need for overtime by patient care staff is to increase its use of part-
time or temporary staffing.  We noted that HHC has contracts in place with certain employment 
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agencies to provide staff, such as nurses and nurse’s aides, on a per diem or temporary basis.  
However we found this option is not being fully used, even though HHC’s own staffing plans and 
patient census analyses show certain units are understaffed. Officials explained that they would 
rather schedule their own employees to work overtime than use temporary staff, in part because 
it provides more certainty that staff have the necessary skills, but also because it ensures less 
disruption and continuity of care for the patient.

While these concerns are valid, they may be less germane to some units or operations where 
patients may have less complicated cases or experience shorter stays.  Further, HHC needs to 
weigh these goals against the additional risks posed by staff who may not be performing at their 
optimal level due to fatigue or inattentiveness.

(In responding to our draft report, HHC officials advised that their workforce reduction has reached 
2,500 positions and generates $200 million in savings annually.  They project that these savings 
will increase to $300 million annually by the end of fiscal year 2014 when the full reduction of 
3,750 positions is achieved.)

Auditor Comment - HHC officials make several important points about their overall approach to 
reducing personal service costs and the resulting impact on overtime expenses, particularly in 
the clinical setting.  They point out the significant cost savings that have been already achieved 
through attrition and the specific steps they have taken to maintain patient care standards during 
this process.  We agree that this approach is sound, especially when viewed at the broadest 
organizational level.  Nevertheless, we believe opportunities still exist to better manage individual 
incidences of overtime at a significant savings, especially in non-clinical areas.  In fact, most of the  
high overtime earners listed in Exhibit A to this report serve in facility maintenance and support 
positions, rather than patient care.

Recommendations

1. Actively explore, implement and manage ways to reduce HHC’s overtime costs, including 
encouraging facilities to maximize the use of part-time and temporary staff before using full-
time staff when assigning overtime.  Adopt the best practices of other HHC facilities when 
deciding to use overtime.

2. Review the extent that employees at all facilities are working multiple overtime shifts and 
consecutive days.  Establish and implement controls to prevent employees from working 
excessive multiple overtime shifts and consecutive days.

3. Set specific dollar or percentage overtime reduction goals for the facilities, monitor the facilities’ 
performance in achieving these goals, and take corrective action if the goals are not achieved.
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Audit Scope and Methodology
We audited to determine whether HHC has effectively managed and controlled its employees’ 
overtime costs for the period January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2009. 

To accomplish our objective, we interviewed officials at HHC’s Corporate Office and at six of the 
eleven acute care facilities - Bellevue Hospital Center, Coler-Goldwater Specialty Hospital and 
Nursing Facility, Harlem Hospital Center, Kings County Hospital Center, Woodhull Medical and 
Mental Health Center and Queens Hospital Center, and their associated networks.  We reviewed 
overtime procedures and guidelines established by the Mayor’s Office of Operations, HHC’s 
Corporate Office and any additional procedures and work rules adopted by these six facilities.  
We analyzed overtime data for HHC and selected and reviewed data at nine departments at 
Bellevue and Coler-Goldwater. 

We conducted our performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on 
our audit objectives.  We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other constitutionally and 
statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York State.  These include operating 
the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State 
contracts, refunds, and other payments.  In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to 
certain boards, commissions, and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights.  
These duties may be considered management functions for purposes of evaluating organizational 
independence under generally accepted government auditing standards.  In our opinion, these 
functions do not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program performance.

Authority
This audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article 
V, Section 1 of the State Constitution and Unconsolidated Laws (New York Consolidated Laws 
Service), Sections 4 (subdivision 9) and 22.

Reporting Requirements
We provided a draft copy of this report to officials in the New York City Health and Hospitals 
Corporation (HHC) for their review and comments.  We have considered those comments 
in preparing this audit report.  Our rejoinder is included thereafter in our State Comptroller’s 
Comment.
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HHC officials generally agree with our recommendations and acknowledged that there are 
opportunities to reduce overtime in certain areas, particularly in non-clinical settings.  They 
advised us that they have engaged in a series of initiatives to reduce personnel costs.  However, 
they also advised that certain factors particular to the operation of hospitals and health centers, 
including required training and orientation to internal policies and systems, often make the 
increased use of overtime more advantageous.  They stress that, while they have given facilities 
a degree of latitude to increase overtime expenses, they recognize management’s obligation to 
ensure that these costs are justified and monitored closely.  They added that processes are in 
place for determining and monitoring the need, distribution, and use of overtime.

Within 90 days of the final release of this report, we request that the President of the New York 
City Health and Hospitals Corporation report to the State Comptroller advising what steps were 
taken to implement the recommendations contained herein, and where recommendations were 
not implemented, the reasons why.
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High Overtime Earners 
For the Period January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2009 

  Compensation   
Position  Facility Overtime Base Salary  Total

Supervisory Plumber  Kings County Hospital $93,716 $88,628  $182,344
Supervisory Electrician  Coney Island Hospital 81,984 96,374  178,358
Supervisory Electrician  Kings County Hospital 71,063 96,374  167,437
Supervisory Electrician  Elmhurst Hospital 64,337 96,374  160,711
Plumber  Kings County Hospital 78,728 84,060  162.788
Plumber  Harlem Hospital 69,587 84,060  153,647
Plumber  Coney Island Hospital 60,867 84,060  144,927
Plumber  Harlem Hospital 58,757 84,060  142,817
Plumber   Kings County Hospital 57,823 84,060  141,883
Plumber  Kings County Hospital 57,569 84,060  141,629
Plumber  Kings County Hospital 55,798 84,060  139,858
Plumber  Kings County Hospital 55,204 84,060  139,264
Plumber  Elmhurst Hospital 54,783 84,060  138,843
Plumber  Kings County Hospital 53,754 84,060  137,814
Plumber  Elmhurst Hospital 51,226 84,060  135,286
Plumber  Elmhurst Hospital 50,796 84,060  134,856
Plumber  Coney Island Hospital 50,759 84,060  134,819
Plumber  Elmhurst Hospital 50,472 84,060  134,532
Stationary Engineer  Elmhurst Hospital 74,844 89,907  164,751
Stationary Engineer  Metropolitan Hospital 65,898 89,907  155,805
Stationary Engineer  Elmhurst Hospital 53,497 89,907  143,402
Stationary Engineer  Woodhull Hospital 49,320 89,907  139,227
Stationary Engineer  Lincoln Hospital 48,467 89,907  138,374
Stationary Engineer  Woodhull Hospital 48,139 89,907  138,046
Stationary Engineer  Coler‐Goldwater 47,959 89,907  137,866
Stationary Engineer  McKinney Nursing/Rehab 47,367 89,907  137,274
Carpenter  Kings County Hospital 70,636 76,204  146,840
Carpenter  McKinney Nursing/Rehab 51,283 76,204  127,487
Health System Pharmacist  Metropolitan Hospital 66,970 105,281  172,251
Health System Pharmacist  Metropolitan Hospital 56,069 99,926  155,995
Health System Pharmacist  Metropolitan Hospital 54,589 99,926  154,515
Health System Pharmacist  Kings County Hospital 49,922 96,662  146,584
Staff Nurse  North Central Bronx 64,296 90,785  155,081
Staff Nurse  Kings County Hospital 63,225 92,471  155,696
Staff Nurse  Jacobi Medical Center 54,108 68,768  122,876
Staff Nurse  Lincoln Hospital 52,878 82,642  135,520
Staff Nurse  Jacobi Medical Center 51,413 77,275  128,688
Staff Nurse  Bellevue Hospital Center 49,662 91,514  141,176
Staff Nurse  Bellevue Hospital Center 48,969 79,460  128,429
Staff Nurse  Jacobi Medical Center 47,152 91,813  138,965
Staff Nurse  Harlem Hospital Center 47,106 86,054  133,160
Housekeeping Aide  Jacobi Medical Center 64,812 35,371  100,183

Exhibit A
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Housekeeping Aide  Jacobi Medical Center 64,449 35,383  99,832
Housekeeping Aide  Lincoln Hospital 49,194 35,430  84,624
Housekeeping Aide  Lincoln Hospital 47,419 35,222  82,641
Service Aide  Jacobi Medical Center 56,268 33,952  90,220
Service Aide  Kings County Hospital 49,741 31,680  81,421
Nurse’s Aide  Harlem Hospital Center 54,067 34,022  88,089
Clerical Associate Level  III  Jacobi Medical Center 66,439 44,078  110,517
Clerical Associate Level  III  Jacobi Medical Center 55,159 41,393  96,552
Medicine‐Surgery Technician  Coler‐Goldwater 47,882 36,503  84,385
Medicine‐Surgery Technician  Coler‐Goldwater 47,433 35,638  83,071
Medicine‐Surgery Technician  Coler‐Goldwater 46,736 35,638  82,374
Pharmacy Technician  Bellevue Hospital Center 52,290 41,702  93,992
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Agency Comments
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*
Comment

*  See State Comptroller’s Comment, page 20.
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State Comptroller’s Comment

We were aware of and did consider the impact of these extraordinary events that occurred during 
2009, both when selecting our samples and when drawing our conclusions.  However, we also 
note that even though there was a decrease in such extraordinary events in fiscal years 2010 
and 2011, HHC’s data shows that overtime costs continued to increase to $123 million and $126 
million, respectively.
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